
 

Up First:
Blessings to the warriors. 🙌
Prayers for everyone fighting to stop the iatrogenocide. 🙏
Huzzah for everyone working to build the parallel society our hearts know is possible.
-Toby Rogers - https://tobyrogers.substack.com/p/thinking-points-december-2-2022

 

 

Danger: "Anti-Vaccine" Thoughts Are A Mental Illness Requiring "Treatment" -
Amazing Polly
Canada leads the way in eugenics/democide, following past Soviet model.
https://www.bitchute.com/video/1dBT1cQ0E3so/

 

China’s COVID-19 Restrictions Eased in Some Cities After Week of Protests
But zero-COVID policy still in place
https://www.theepochtimes.com/chinas-covid-19-restrictions-eased-in-some-cities-after-
week-of-protests_4897345.html

 

Rise Up NH Weekly Zoom - 11/28/22 - 1. China in Revolt? and 2) What's up with the

Welcome to our Friday News Edition. Lots of upbeat and hopeful news today and 
several fun and touching songs -- see especially the first several sections below. Plus: Dr. 
McCullough shares a new study on spike protein transference to the unvaxxed; how
"Died Suddenly" criticism ignores Ai hydrogels; Canada's efforts to both pathologize 
and criminalize critical thinking on COVID; news on unvaccinated blood banks; another 
damning mask study to share; more on FTX, the imploding economy and the Dutch 
farmer crisis; CA Fitts on CBDCs and the Biometric Control Grid; Google's new Ministry 
of Truth plans; coverage of the ongoing Twitter (Free Speech) Wars and the Malone v. 
Breggin drama, and much more. As always, Memes are at the bottom.

NH SOS in Jeopardy – Contact Your Legislator (from RebuildNH)
The Legislature will meet on December 7th to vote for the Secretary of State.
https://rebuildnh.com/take-action-secretary-of-state-election/
Further detail: https://nhjournal.com/will-nhdems-hold-a-pirate-primary-for-potus-in-24/
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Economy?
This past Monday we discussed the citizen backlash in China against the neverending
COVID lockdowns, and current happenings in the US and global economy -- what is causing
it, and where it might be going. Watch:
https://www.brighteon.com/d403fc29-a16c-4323-b89b-dd6e02132bf4

Yes, we are winning!

John-Michael and the RiseUpNH team

We are fundraising!

Rise Up NH and VCAL and projects of the Collaborative Communities Coalition, a 501(c)(3)
nonprofit. We are a diverse non-partisan group focused on education & community resilience.

PLEASE DONATE TODAY to support our efforts. Thank you!

SOVEREIGNTY NOTICE:
No one is telling you what to think or believe, or even what is true. Articles and videos

offered here do NOT imply any kind of imprimatur of truth or finality on the part of
anyone in Rise Up NH, but are offered for consideration as partial perspectives
towards gaining a fuller picture of what's so. In general, we do not repeat the
ubiquitous mainstream narratives, though most items reference these in their

arguments. Please do your own research, suspend final conclusions in favor of
continuing research, ignore what doesn't ring true for you, and always make up your

own mind. Collective sense-making is a path, not a destination.

https://www.brighteon.com/d403fc29-a16c-4323-b89b-dd6e02132bf4
https://riseupnh.org/donate/?utm_source=mailpoet&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Friday-edition-12-2-22


https://www.quest4emergence.com/


Have a business or item you'd like to share here? Contact admin@riseupnh.org.

Events

ONE-TIME EVENTS
2000 Mules - Tuesday, December 6th, 2022, 6:00pm
Keene Public Library Auditorium (downstairs from the main floor)
60 Winter Street, Keene
Suggested Donation $5.00 (to cover the licensing fee associated with showing the movie)
Dear CCRC Members:
The Keene City Republican Committee would like to invite all interested CCRC members to
movie night on Tuesday, December 6th, 2022 at 6pm in the Keene Public Library Auditorium.

https://www.restoringeden4naturalhealth.com/


Suggested donation is $5 to cover the licensing fee associated with the movie.

Sunday December 11, 2022 9:00AM-3:00PM
A BEGINNERS PARAMEDIC COURSE w/ Corey Bonnevie
An introduction to First Aid, CPR, and bleeding control. A combination of skills and
psychological approach to effectively managing emergency situations.
Location: Dresden Barn, 1011 Gardiner Rd. Dresden, Maine
Cost will depend on # of participants, likely to range from $30-$60pp
Registration or questions: call Rosemary at 978-994-5306

 

NH Agricultural Policy Forum on December 13th, 5:30pm - 6:30pm (on-line).
Topics include: 2023 Farm Bill policy priorities, Inflation Reduction Act impact on New
England small-scale farms; soil health; farm to school; food access bills coming to the NH
legislature, & more.
Register now for this free event: https://www.eventbrite.com/e/2022-nh-agricultural-policy-
forum-tickets-439215915627

 

Saturday, Dec 17, 4PM-?
Holiday Coffeehouse and Open Mic
Restoring Eden, 626 Route 10, Gilsum NH
Friends! Come listen to music, poetry, and stories in the lovely hall at Restoring Eden. An
extra room will be opened up for folks who need a little quiet and conversation. Bring a poem
to share (your own creation or just a favorite), a story, a song, and/or an instrument. The
coffeehouse part will have refreshments (potluck) and a jam session for all interested
musicians.
Please bring a snack to share.
Wine/beer: Audra has no objection to people bringing alcohol beverages as long as we are
self responsible and discreet.
Donation: $2 - $5 to pay for use of space at Restoring Eden
Questions: Bill Rogers, 401-835-0977

 

Please join us one hour early for the Holiday Coffeehouse on Saturday, December 17th
to make the place jolly.
Bring twinkly lights and any other holiday decorations you have. Please let Kristen know if
you can be on the team. We can't do it without you.
Email Kristen at kreynolds3000 at gmail dot com or call 540-588-4173.

 

January 5, 2023
Winter Book Study: A Precautionary Tale
We hope you will join NOFA-NH and Seacoast NH Permaculture this winter for a 5-part Zoom

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/2022-nh-agricultural-policy-forum-tickets-439215915627


book discussion of A Precautionary Tale: How One Small Town Banned Pesticides,
Preserved Its Food Heritage and Inspired a Movement by Philip Ackerman-Leist. Meetings
will take place every other Thursday from January 5 to March 2. Register for the whole 5-
week series for $10 (NOFA members) or $15 (non-members). Only six spots are available
and will be filled on a first come first serve basis. Participants must purchase their own copy
of the book.
Learn more and sign up at www.nofanh.org/book-club .

 

January 10, 2023
A Future of Food Security for All w/ Special Guest Ira Wallace January 10th
The seven chapters of the Northeast Organic Farming Association have been working to
develop food security programs and learning opportunities throughout our region. This winter
each chapter will be implementing various workshops at our Winter Conferences that discuss
topics to build self-resiliency, grow agricultural communities, develop systems for improved
access, increase land access, and reduce climate decline. To kick off our Winter Conference
season we have invited the NOFA/Mass Keynote Speaker Ira Wallace, of the Southern
Exposure Seed Exchange, to share with us the importance of food security and how seed
saving continues to play such an important role in feeding our communities. We hope you will
join us for this free, virtual event on January 10 from 12 PM – 1 PM.
Registration will open soon. You can learn more here: https://www.nofanh.org/kickoff-event

 

ONGOING EVENTS
Biweekly, Saturday 10am to 11:30am NVC Study Group, Swanzey - with Kristen
Reynolds
(NOTE! Dec 3 class has been cancelled) 

 
This study group for people who have either done an NVC intro with Kristen, read the book
Nonviolent Communication by Marshall Rosenberg, or have had NVC training elsewhere.

 
(Kristen will do NVC intro workshops occasionally for those who wish to start this practice. If
you are interested in an introduction, please contact her to set up a time. Intros take three
hours.) Info/directions: kreynolds3000 at gmail dot com.

 

Fridays from 4pm - 5:15pm
Energetic Vinyasa Flow Yoga class w/ Bronwyn Sims
@ Elements MMA, Keene
Drop in rate - $22s
To sign up please click this link: https://www.elements-mma.com/workshops
If you have questions please email: justmoveyoga@protonmail.com
Even more classes -- see www.justmoveyogafitness.com 

 

Have an event you'd like us to post? Contact admin@riseupnh.org.
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The UpBeat

‘Critical Win’: Appeals Court Strikes Down San Diego Schools COVID Vaccine Mandate
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/san-diego-california-schools-covid-vaccine-
mandate-court-win/

Air Force Can’t Punish Members Seeking COVID Vaccine Religious Exemption,
Appeals Court Rules
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/air-force-covid-vaccine-religious-exemption/

GOP Senators Say They Will Block Military Funding Unless Vaccine Mandate Scrapped
“The Biden administration is firing soldiers we invested in and trained”
https://summit.news/2022/12/01/senate-gop-say-they-will-block-military-funding-unless-
vaccine-mandate-scrapped/

World Health Organization Finally Admits remdesivir Doesn’t Work on COVID19 – Stop
Using It!
https://granitegrok.com/blog/2022/12/world-health-organization-finally-admits-remdesivir-
doesnt-work-on-covid19

Japanese Ethical Physician and Esteemed Scientist Calls for the Dissolution of the
Vaccine Risk & Injury Denialist Committee - to Their Face
Dr Masanori Fukushima, Professor Emeritus at Kyoto University and renowned leader in
clinical trial research and research informatics in Japan, is now clearly and painfully vaccine
risk aware.
https://popularrationalism.substack.com/p/japanese-ethical-physician-and-esteemed

Must Watch: Dr. Peter McCullough &, Dr. Aseem Malhotra, & Five Times August
Recording of Vaccine Safety Research Foundation's Dec 1 Dallas event
https://rumble.com/v1ydgug-full-episode-ep57-dr.-peter-mccullough-mdmph-dr.-aseem-
malhotra-md-and-five.html

Lakota Lullaby • Lakota Song • Cover by Alexia Evellyn
5 minutes: https://youtu.be/lSXIVhe_esM

Being Simple & Beautiful - Pursue Beauty, Hope, Love And Kindness
10 minutes: https://youtu.be/mRF1GUZHDIo
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TREE OF LIFE - Beautiful Inspirational Orchestral Music Mix
27 minutes (repeats 1x): https://youtu.be/SA7uXNeVRjs

Free/Cool/Fun/Weird/Noteworthy

 

"Sad Little Man" (Fauci) by Five Times August (Music Video)
https://youtu.be/6plsSlxOstQ

 

Satire Videos Covering Various Great Reset Psyops (November 2022)
Dave Chappelle, Andrew Schulz (Infamous), sponsor a celebrity on Twitter for $8, Hillary
(Roy Orbison) theme song (Whining Crying Rioting), FTX & more humor videos covering
Great Reset psyops!
https://covidsteria.substack.com/p/great-reset-psyops-satire-videos-november2022

 

The Film 'Died Suddenly' Lacks Scientific Evidence that COVID-19 Vaccines Cause
Mysterious Blood Clots, according to Forbes
Media and experts discredit claim COVID-19 vaccines cause mysterious blood clots due to
lack of scientific explanation. A Moderna patent and Pfizer vaccine ingredients may address
this scientific gap. A deep dive on Ai hydrogels.
https://karenkingston.substack.com/p/the-film-died-suddenly-lacks-scientific

 

Rand Paul: Fauci Caused 7 Million People To Die; “We’ve Caught Him Red Handed, He
Won’t Get Away”
“This is right up there with decisions, some of them malevolent or military, to kill millions of
people.”
Article, videos: https://www.2ndsmartestguyintheworld.com/p/rand-paul-fauci-caused-7-
million

 

The Malone v. Breggin Drama
Sage Hana covers the Malone Defamation Lawsuit
https://sagehana.substack.com/p/malone-vs-breggin-et-al
Malone's Take: https://rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/just-the-facts
Breggin's Take: https://www.americaoutloud.com/robert-malone-sues-the-breggins-for-25-

Dr. Mark Trozzi: Line in the sand | Children, War, and Duty
WE CANNOT HIDE IN DENIAL, THIS IS 'WAR' & we have to fight the COVID lockdown and 
vaccine perpetrators
2.5 minutes: https://www.google.com/url?q=https://substack.com/redirect/b35c1e4b-fe3c- 
4532-a76a-e09fc57ff57e
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million/

The Monster Beckons
We are moving into Phase Two of the Operation. Some people are going to start taking the
Red Pill exit ramps in various ways. Another interesting connect-the-dots piece.
https://sagehana.substack.com/p/the-monster-beckons

 

"God Help Us All" by Five Times August from the album Silent War 2022 (Music Video)
https://youtu.be/n8bbMBrCQqQ

 

Largest organism in the world - Paul Stamets
Youtube Shorts: https://youtube.com/shorts/71YZu162stE

 

The Arc of Inquiry bends towards Enlightenment - The SARS-CoV-2 Origin Project
The largest collection of references & resources on COVID's origin - in the world
https://prometheusshrugged.substack.com/p/the-arc-of-inquiry

 

Biden Executive Order 14067—Ensuring Responsible Development of Digital Assets
(CBDCs)
https://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/documents/executive-order-14067-ensuring-responsible-
development-digital-assets

 

The Shadow State Documentary (Epoch Times)
https://www.theepochtimes.com/the-shadow-state-documentary_4877950.html
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https://twitter.com/MikhailaFuller/status/1597039051554828290?s=20
https://twitter.com/WallStreetSilv/status/1598366902975402002


Politics, Bills, Elections, Voting & Natural Law

IMPOSSIBLE ELECTION: Republicans Had More than 74% of Election Day Votes in
Maricopa County – Where Did All of These Votes Go?
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/12/impossible-election-democrats-17-voters-
election-day-somehow-won-election-day-votes-republicans-arizona/

Most Significant Protests Since 1989’: Benedict Rogers—Is China at a Turning Point?
https://www.theepochtimes.com/most-significant-protests-since-1989-benedict-rogers-is-
china-at-a-turning-point_4896419.html

Musk says Twitter interfered in elections
https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/elon-musk-twitter/2022/11/30/id/1098600/

“Campaign Finance Mules” Identified in Georgia Senate Race
Democrat Raphael Warnock Received Over $24 Million from Hundreds of UNEMPLOYED
Donors Giving Over 358,000 Donations
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/12/shocking-huge-exclusive-georgias-raphael-
warnock-received-24-million-money-mules-unemployed-gave-small-amounts-358000-
donations/

Jab & Plandemic News
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Dr. McCullough: Why Indiscriminate Mass Vaccination Has Worsened the Pandemic
SARS-CoV-2 Readily Mutates and Thrives in the Vaccinated
https://petermcculloughmd.substack.com/p/why-indiscriminate-mass-vaccination

Secret Government Reports reveal at least 1.8 Million people have ‘Died Suddenly’
since the roll-out of the COVID Vaccines across the USA, UK, Canada, Australia, NZ &
the EU
https://expose-news.com/2022/12/01/secret-gov-reports-2-mllion-died-suddenly/?
cmid=7826f906-4696-4344-acb5-afb70da8eb02

Pfizer Classified Miscarriages as Resolved Adverse Reactions in Trial Data
"Most Adverse Reactions are Mild and Temporary"
https://sukwan.substack.com/p/pfizer-classified-miscarriages-as

Mask Mandates Back in Effect on USAF and US Army Bases
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/12/exclusive-mask-mandates-back-effect-usaf-us-
army-bases/

Biden Expected to Sign Tyrannical WHO Pandemic Treaty (This Will Overrule the
Constitution & All Elected Officials)
Urgent update from international treaty expert Professor Francis Boyle on the tyrannical
WHO CA+ Pandemic Treaty.
38 minutes (interview begins at 5:05): https://rumble.com/v1y5ij8-urgent-update-tyrannical-
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who-pandemic-treaty-moving-ahead-biden-expected-to.html

Unvaccinated blood banks?
Yes, the blood supply is tainted; now you MUST demand your own autologous stored blood
(any blood that is unvaccinated) - the growing movement for clean transfusions
https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-11-19-unvaccinated-blood-banks-growing-movement-
clean-transfusion.html

Vermont's Metastasizing Cancer Menace, as Seen in Death Certificate Data
Collectively, cancer-related deaths are ominously rising in 2021 and 2022 well above pre-
pandemic levels, far more than in 2020
https://ashmedai.substack.com/p/the-metastasizing-cancer-menace-as

Dozens of Scientists around the World claim to have discovered Graphene &
Nanotechnology in the COVID-19 Vaccines
https://expose-news.com/2022/12/01/graphene-nano-covid-vaccines-scientists-worldwide/
Latest news about the fight for clean blood in the post-covid injection era can be found at
https://plague.info

Americans should get flu jabbed and covid boosted this holiday season
“That’s why God gave you two arms”, says Biden official
https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-12-01-americans-flu-jabbed-covid-boosted-two-arms.html

New Mask Study Confirms: N95s Don't Work Either!
RCT study shows that the efficacy of medical masks vs. N95s made no difference
whatsoever
https://covidreason.substack.com/p/new-mask-study-confirms-n95s-dont

Anti-vaxxer nurse who jabbed 9,000 with saline instead of Covid vaccine spared jail
Red Cross nurse Antje T. jabbed up to 8,600 elderly patients with what she told them was the
life-saving Pfizer vaccine at the Schortens jab centre in Friesland, Germany
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/anti-vaxxer-nurse-who-jabbed-28632315

New York Time Decides Lockdowns are Actually Draconian and Economically
Destructive when China Does Them
"Many were fed up with Mr. Xi ... and his 'Zero-Covid' policy, which continues to disrupt
everyday life, hurt livelihoods and isolate the country," writes the Times in pacific
unselfawareness.
https://www.eugyppius.com/p/new-york-time-decides-lockdowns-are
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Lettuce-Vectored mRNA Vaccines - Dr. Byram W. Bridle
What Could Possibly Go Wrong ?!?
https://viralimmunologist.substack.com/p/lettuce-vectored-mrna-vaccines

Dr Andreas Kalcker explains how Chlorine Dioxide helps reverse blood clots in vaxxed
https://www.brighteon.com/2eec5fb9-6ac8-4226-b3c4-15b8021008e2

Dr. Harvey Risch: Plausibility But Not Science Has Dominated Public Discussions of
the Covid Pandemic
"There is perhaps no bigger plausibility sham today than “evidence-based medicine” (EBM)."
A masterful takedown.
https://brownstone.org/articles/plausibility-but-not-science-has-dominated-public-discussions-
of-the-covid-pandemic/

Study Finds “Anti-Vax Fear Mongering” Responsible For COVID Jab Side Effects &
Arrested For FB Post
90 minutes, audio or video: https://www.thelastamericanvagabond.com/study-finds-anti-vax-
fear-mongering-responsible-for-covid-jab-side-effects-arrested-for-fb-post/
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General Health & Wellness

CDS/Chlorine dioxide and Healing, Dr. Andreas Kalcker
Your Questions Answered, with Celeste Solum and German biophysicist Dr. Andreas Kalcker

https://www.amazon.com/COVID-19-VACCINES-Beyond-Medical-Industrial/dp/0985818069
https://www.simonandschuster.com/books/War-on-Ivermectin/Pierre-Kory/9781510773868


110 minutes: https://odysee.com/@CDS-Chlorine-Dioxide:5/Chlorine-Dioxide-Healing-
Andreas-Kalcker:3

Private Equity Is Destroying US Health Care
From driving medical facilities out of business to charging predatory interest rates on patient
billing schemes, F. Douglas Stephenson outlines how private equity is stealthily destroying
Americans’ healthcare.
https://consortiumnews.com/2022/12/01/private-equity-is-destroying-us-health-care/

Giving Thanks by Staying Present - Chloé Valdary
https://chloevaldary.substack.com/p/giving-thanks-by-staying-present

Protocol for Defending Against Post-Infection Cardiovascular Disease
Orthomolecular Medicine News Service, Nov 11, 2022
https://bit.ly/3Tt7D0H

EMFs

Petition: European Residents Ask EU to Conduct 5G Safety Studies; None Were Done
Before Rollout and Activation
https://www.activistpost.com/2022/12/petition-european-residents-ask-eu-to-conduct-5g-
safety-studies-none-were-done-before-rollout-and-activation.html

Money, Food, Energy, Jobs & Resources

The Numbers Are Screaming That A Giant Tsunami Of U.S. Layoffs Has Now Begun
http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/the-numbers-are-screaming-that-a-giant-tsunami-of-u-s-
layoffs-has-now-begun/

Buttigieg claims a rail strike would force Americans to boil their water and the economy would
grind to a halt - as unions, Democrats and Republicans go to battle over paid sick leave
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11490783/Buttigieg-Rail-strike-force-Americans-boil-
water-economy-grind-halt.html

An interview with Marc Cohodes, the investor who called the FTX/Sam Bankman-Fried
collapse BEFORE it happened - Alex Berenson (part 2)
Cohodes explains why the media failed to cover FTX properly - and why SBF is STILL talking
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https://www.activistpost.com/2022/12/petition-european-residents-ask-eu-to-conduct-5g-safety-studies-none-were-done-before-rollout-and-activation.html
http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/the-numbers-are-screaming-that-a-giant-tsunami-of-u-s-layoffs-has-now-begun/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11490783/Buttigieg-Rail-strike-force-Americans-boil-water-economy-grind-halt.html


https://alexberenson.substack.com/p/part-2-an-interview-with-marc-cohodes

The Uncertainty in China Is Kryptonite to Global Markets
https://www.oftwominds.com/blog.html

Switzerland, Facing an Unprecedented Power Shortage, Contemplates a Partial Ban on
the Use of Electric Vehicles
It turns out that you can have battery-powered cars, or you can have renewable energy, but
you can't have both.
https://www.eugyppius.com/p/switzerland-facing-an-unprecedented

Housing Demand "Vaporized" After Rates Hit 7%...And A New Wave Of Inventory Is
Next
https://quoththeraven.substack.com/p/housing-demand-vaporized-after-rates

Dutch Farming Crisis
To halve its nitrogen emissions by 2030 the Dutch government will close 11,200 farms and
17,600 others will have to reduce their livestock numbers significantly.
https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/international-news/europes-current-economy/dutch-
farming-crisis/
More: DUTCH PROTEST 2.0: Dutch farmers protest Rutte’s forced farm buyouts:
https://thecountersignal.com/dutch-farmers-protest-ruttes-forced-farm-buyouts/

How to Destroy a Pension Fund in 22 Easy Steps
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-10-25/how-destroy-pension-fund-22-easy-steps

Technocracy, AI/Transhumanism, Eugenics,

Geoengineering & The Deep/Surveillance State

https://alexberenson.substack.com/p/part-2-an-interview-with-marc-cohodes
https://www.oftwominds.com/blog.html
https://www.eugyppius.com/p/switzerland-facing-an-unprecedented
https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/international-news/europes-current-economy/dutch-farming-crisis/
https://thecountersignal.com/dutch-farmers-protest-ruttes-forced-farm-buyouts/
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-10-25/how-destroy-pension-fund-22-easy-steps


CBDCs and the Biometric Control Grid - Dark Journalist & Catherine Austin Fitts
Fitts has been warning about the development of the Central Bank Digital Currency and its
implications for loss of freedom. Today she'll go deep on how the crash of FTX is an op
designed at the top of the money pyramid to bring in the new system.
52 minutes: https://youtu.be/H_c3rudOE_c

James Corbett Interview – The Climate Change Gambit & Its Transhumanist Roots -
The Last American Vagabond
1-hr Video and source links: https://www.activistpost.com/2022/12/james-corbett-interview-
the-climate-change-gambit-its-transhumanist-roots.html

Elimination of CO2 is a suicide pact – Professor William Happer on climate change
misconceptions
Dr William Happer, an American physicist and Professor Emeritus in the Department of
Physics at Princeton University, dsicusses how the climate change hysteria had no scientific
basis
50 minutes: https://youtu.be/KGn-6kGoD0c

China Mandates Social Credit System for Social Media
Will Track “Likes” on “Harmful” Content
https://www.breitbart.com/asia/2022/11/30/china-mandates-social-credit-system-social-
media-will-track-likes-harmful-content/

https://twitter.com/TheRealKeean/status/1598674213690347521
https://youtu.be/H_c3rudOE_c
https://www.activistpost.com/2022/12/james-corbett-interview-the-climate-change-gambit-its-transhumanist-roots.html
https://youtu.be/KGn-6kGoD0c
https://www.breitbart.com/asia/2022/11/30/china-mandates-social-credit-system-social-media-will-track-likes-harmful-content/


Schools & Education

Back to School in NH: Technical Advisory from the NH Dept of Ed on Colds/Flu/COVID-
19
https://granitegrok.com/blog/2022/12/back-to-school-in-nh-technical-advisory-from-the-nh-
dept-of-ed-on-colds-flu-covid-19

Ukraine, False Flags & Globalist Militarism

Biden’s terms for peace talks unacceptable – Kremlin
Biden's demand that “talks will be possible only after [Russian President Vladimir] Putin
leaves Ukraine,” is something that Moscow will not accept.
https://www.rt.com/russia/567532-biden-talks-condition-unacceptable/

D.C. Think Tank Urges America To "Invest" In Zelensky's $1 Trillion Reconstruction
Plan
That's five times Ukraine's entire GDP
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/dc-think-tank-urges-america-invest-zelenskys-1-trillion-
reconstruction-plan

1st & 2nd Amendments, Psy-Ops, Propaganda,

Censorship & Critical Thinking

https://granitegrok.com/blog/2022/12/back-to-school-in-nh-technical-advisory-from-the-nh-dept-of-ed-on-colds-flu-covid-19
https://www.rt.com/russia/567532-biden-talks-condition-unacceptable/
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/dc-think-tank-urges-america-invest-zelenskys-1-trillion-reconstruction-plan


Dark money network's anti-Twitter censorship campaign coalesces behind App Store
attack vector
Will they succeed? (So far more than half of the company’s biggest advertisers have
suspended ads on the platform)
https://dossier.substack.com/p/dark-money-anti-twitter-censorship

Google to introduce behavioral "interventions"
Google has presented its project dubbed "Info Interventions" based on what it says is a
behavioral science that, if these "interventions" are used as directed, could "teach" users to
the degree they will become resilient to online harms. Another promise is that by "pre-
bunking misinformation" users can be "immunized."
https://reclaimthenet.org/google-to-introduce-behavioral-interventions/
Full document: https://docs.reclaimthenet.org/Google-Jigsaw_Info-Interventions.pdf

‘Grotesque’: Google, YouTube Invest $12 Million in Global Fact-Checking Media
Network
Reacting to Tuesday’s announcement that Google and YouTube will fund a global fact-
checking network through the media institute Poynter, media expert Mark Crispin Miller,
Ph.D., said, “This is grotesque — almost to the point of comedy, except it’s not funny.”
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/google-youtube-fact-checking/

https://tobyrogers.substack.com/p/thinking-points-november-27-2022
https://dossier.substack.com/p/dark-money-anti-twitter-censorship
https://reclaimthenet.org/google-to-introduce-behavioral-interventions/
https://docs.reclaimthenet.org/Google-Jigsaw_Info-Interventions.pdf
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/google-youtube-fact-checking/


Doctors Who Are Accused of Spreading “Misleading Information” Could Be Jailed
Under New British Columbia Law
Jail terms, huge fines, and more for doctors who don't tow the line
https://reclaimthenet.org/british-columbia-canada-medical-censorship-bill-36/

Up To 40 Million Firearms Could Be Banned Overnight Due To New ATF Brace Rules
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/40-million-firearms-could-be-banned-overnight-due-new-
atf-brace-rules

Number Of Handgun Owners Carrying Daily Nearly Doubles In US
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/number-handgun-owners-carrying-daily-nearly-doubles-
us

How Thinking has Inverted What was Up is now Down - Martin Armstrong
How being anti-war came to be right wing extremism - and a deeper historical take
https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/world-news/war/how-thinking-has-inverted-what-was-
up-is-now-down/

"Be it Resolved: Don't Trust Mainstream Media" - Matt Taibbi
My opening remarks for the Munk Debates in Toronto 11/30
https://taibbi.substack.com/p/be-it-resolved-dont-trust-mainstream
Watch (5 minutes): https://rumble.com/v1ya9v2-matt-taibbi-sweeps-floor-in-munk-debate-
over-msm.html

How to reason about absolutely anything - Martin Geddes
An old philosophical toolkit (Aristotle's Logos, Pathos, Ethos, Karios, and Topos) given a little
modern embellishment in the age of Propaganda... why didn’t we get taught any of this in our
formal and fancy education?
https://newsletter.martingeddes.com/p/how-to-reason-about-absolutely-anything

Momentum To Free Assange Grows!
But why now???
https://www.activistpost.com/2022/12/momentum-to-free-assange-grows.html

Culture Wars

Woke Disney Employees Get a Rude Awakening When New CEO Tells Them Where
He’s Steering the Ship
Article, videos: https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/12/woke-disney-employees-get-

https://reclaimthenet.org/british-columbia-canada-medical-censorship-bill-36/
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/40-million-firearms-could-be-banned-overnight-due-new-atf-brace-rules
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/number-handgun-owners-carrying-daily-nearly-doubles-us
https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/world-news/war/how-thinking-has-inverted-what-was-up-is-now-down/
https://taibbi.substack.com/p/be-it-resolved-dont-trust-mainstream
https://rumble.com/v1ya9v2-matt-taibbi-sweeps-floor-in-munk-debate-over-msm.html
https://newsletter.martingeddes.com/p/how-to-reason-about-absolutely-anything
https://www.activistpost.com/2022/12/momentum-to-free-assange-grows.html
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/12/woke-disney-employees-get-rude-awakening-new-ceo-tells-steering-ship/


rude-awakening-new-ceo-tells-steering-ship/

The Strange Death of the University, Part 4: The Strange Death of Knowledge
New Discourses Podcast with James Lindsay, reviewing the Woke Marxist approach of the
2022 UNESCO book, "Knowledge-driven Actions: Transforming Higher Education for Global
Sustainability"
2:46:15 audio: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KclXqEj2TUQ 
Series page: https://newdiscourses.com/2022/11/the-strange-death-of-the-university-part-4-
the-strange-death-of-knowledge/

Paradigm Expanding

The Cosmic Evolutionary Impulse - Jude Currivan with Jeffrey Mishlove
Jude Currivan, PhD, has advanced degrees in both physics and archeology. She is author of
several books, most recently "The Story of Gaia: The Big Breath and the Evolutionary
Journey of Our Conscious Planet." She offers a vision in which the entire universe can be
seen as alive and conscious, founded on the convergence of scientific breakthroughs with
universal wisdom and spiritually-based teachings.
53 minutes: https://youtu.be/GIgUd1yLOGA
The Story of Gaia by Jude Currivan: https://amzn.to/3G4GEp8

Friday Memes

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/12/woke-disney-employees-get-rude-awakening-new-ceo-tells-steering-ship/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KclXqEj2TUQ
https://newdiscourses.com/2022/11/the-strange-death-of-the-university-part-4-the-strange-death-of-knowledge/
https://youtu.be/GIgUd1yLOGA
https://amzn.to/3G4GEp8
http://keepvid.com/?url=https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KclXqEj2TUQ

















